
LA POSTE SOLUTIONS BUSINESS PLAN

La Poste strategic plan to make La Poste a central player in the La Poste is actively supporting this movement, by
offering solutions that.

The key guiding principles of this plan translate into five strategic priorities growth, building a
labour-management agreement, maintaining our public service missions, performance and synergies active
growing which are then incorporated into the strategy of each business unit. Harnessing the growth in national
and international e-commerce through its innovative services and its European-wide coverage, GeoPost is
opening new hubs every year to continue to increase its handling capacity. The rise of digital technology is
affecting all facets of the company and is causing structural decline in its historical business activities of mail
and post office visits. Mediapost Communication's business dropped 3. La Banque Postale's contribution to
Group operating profit dropped by 6. As a bank whose mission is to work in the best interest of the
community, La Banque Postale is actively committed to its development and transformation projects.
Commissions rose by 0. This decline, mainly attributable to the Mail activity impacted by lower volumes and
the effect of the elections, was partly mitigated by the increase in profits of the new services and of acquired
subsidiaries, despite the higher expenses incurred as part of their development. An employee-centric
transformation Another of our strategic priorities is to build a labour-management agreement, to make each
employee an agent and beneficiary of this transformation. This project requires the completion of a number of
stages, both legal and regulatory. The increase in advertising revenue of the Media business line was not
enough to offset the fall in sales of the historic offerings of the Advisory business line. To this end, it receives
assistance from the Group's digital transformation, which improves the customer experience by bringing
human and digital resources together in its post offices. Its commercial strategy enabled La Poste Mobile to
acquire , customers including prepaid customers , , of which were new subscribers during the year. It has
committed to various initiatives in this area. Its commitment to serving public action priorities and local
authorities, and more generally society as a whole, remains intact. Le Groupe La Poste's decision to pursue
responsible growth, combining improved performance with an exemplary attitude in terms of employee
well-being, society and the environment, translates into a strong social model founded on quality jobs, equal
opportunity, diversity, and support for career plans. Urban logistics: this constitutes a true revolution that is
pushing parcel and delivery operators to rethink their business. La Poste Mobile [22] continued to grow on a
mature and yet competitive market. Excluding impairment and at constant scope and exchange rates, the
change stood at  Lastly, laposte. Retail banking: Commercial dynamism resulted in a 9. Investments and
external growth transactions will continue to support the development of the business units. Over the year La
Poste has also strengthened the reach of the public service areas created and is working on developing these.
With a keen awareness of societal issues, GeoPost is developing expertise, solutions and exchanges with all
stakeholders and towns in Europe in the field of responsible urban logistics. In addition, its
Services-Mail-Parcels business unit has launched an energy renovation range. Energy transition: La Poste is
involved in particular via its buildings, fleet of vehicles, and determination to offer other operators its services
created by drawing on its own experience. These effects were partially offset by the 4. It has chosen to
continue to invest in profitable development with a new industrial and logistical organisation industrial master
plan which aims to adapt its Mail and Parcel handling capacities, modernise its IT systems and improve the
efficiency of its organizations. Efforts to rein in expenses resulted in a 1. It was driven by a 6. Confronted with
a decline in its historic markets, the Services-Mail-Parcels business unit has been implementing its strategy to
conquer new services and international flows with a view to gradually desensitizing to the traditional mail
market. This is true both for companies B2B and private individuals B2C , for the last mile both to homes and
to other destinations. Operating profit for the Parcels activity fell marginally due to additional costs generated
by saturated production capacities.


